PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
CAPACITOR, FIXED, METALLIZED, PAPER-PLASTIC FILM
OR PLASTIC FILM DIELECTRIC, DIRECT AND ALTERNATING CURRENT,
(HERMETICALLY SEALED IN METAL OR CERAMIC CASES),
ESTABLISHED RELIABILITY, GENERAL SPECIFICATION FOR

This supplement forms a part of MIL-PRF-39022J w/Amendment 1, dated 21 August 2017.

SPECIFICATION SHEETS

MIL-PRF-39022/1 - Capacitors, Fixed, Metallized, Paper-Plastic Film, or Plastic Film Dielectric, Direct Current,
(Hermetically Sealed in Metal Cases), Established Reliability, Style CHR09 (Insulated)

MIL-PRF-39022/2 - Capacitors, Fixed, Metallized, Paper-Plastic Film Dielectric, Direct Current, (Hermetically
Sealed in Metal Cases), Established Reliability, Style CHR19 (Insulated)

MIL-PRF-39022/8 - Capacitors, Fixed, Metallized, Paper-Plastic Film Dielectric, Direct Current, (Hermetically
Sealed in Metal Cases), Established Reliability, Style CHR12 (Uninsulated)

MIL-PRF-39022/10 - Capacitors, Fixed, Metallized Paper-Plastic Film Dielectric, Direct Current, (Hermetically
Sealed in Metal Cases), Established Reliability, Style CHR10 (Insulated)

MIL-PRF-39022/12 - Capacitor, Fixed, Metallized Plastic film Dielectric, Alternating Current (RMS),
(Hermetically Sealed in Metal Cases), Established Reliability, Style CHR26 (Uninsulated)

MIL-PRF-39022/13 - Capacitor, Fixed, Metallized Paper-Plastic Film Dielectric, Direct Current, (Hermetically
Sealed in Metal Cases), Established Reliability, Style CHR27 (Insulated)
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